IMPROVING THE HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

while they were blindfolded. As hoped, the effect was striking.
While they correctly identified the presence or absence of the
object just over half of the time without sensory input, they did
so with an accuracy of 89 percent and 96 percent, respectively,
when pressure and hand-span inputs were provided.4 Further,
the confidence of these subjects in their blinded determinations increased substantially with the additional sensory input,
from 35 percent to 84 percent. Improvements in the more
familiar Box and Blocks Test and Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure were also reported.4
Of additional importance, these results have occurred with
no complications from infection. The authors report 1,568
infection-free percutaneous lead-months (i.e., the product
of the total number of percutaneous leads and the duration
through which they’ve been implanted).4

In the 2014 publication previously mentioned, the team
reported about a patient with a transhumeral-level amputation who underwent osseointegration early in 2013. But the
advancement of his rehabilitation technology goes beyond
that. Prior to the osseointegration, researchers had used surface myoelectric signals to obtain the ideal electrode sights for
a pattern-recognition-based myoelectric control scheme that
provided 94 percent accurate control of eight motions (opening and closing the hand, wrist pronation and supination, wrist
flexion and extension, and elbow flexion and extension). At
the time of surgery, epimysial electrodes (surgically attached to
the epimysium of the muscle bellies) were placed at these sites,
and their leads routed through the osseointegrated abutment
where they could transmit directly to the prosthesis. Following
a few weeks of training, the pattern-recognition-based system
reading internal electrodes was functioning across all eight
prosthetic movements with 99 percent accuracy.1
In addition to the advanced motor control, a single spiral
cuff electrode was surgically implanted around the ulnar
nerve, which allowed the subject to experience sensory feedback in the form of a “superficial tapping” in his fourth and
fifth digits and hypothenar eminence.
The patient reported his ability to perform his activities of
daily living and vocational responsibilities without the familiar
limitations experienced in lesser prosthetic systems. Movement of the limb was no longer restricted, nor was control
affected by limb position or other environmental conditions.
The system is characterized as providing higher controllability
with less effort, with the patient reporting no muscular fatigue
despite using his prosthesis 16 to 18 hours per day.1

Combined

Viewed independently, the advancements of osseointegrated
suspension, discrete myoelectric control through internal
electrodes, and the provision of sensory feedback each constitute encouraging progress toward more integrated, functional
upper-limb prostheses. To view them collectively borders on
unbelievable, and yet these technologies are being successfully combined by Branemark’s Swedish team as an “osseointegrated human-machine gateway.”1

Summary

Branemark’s osseointegrated human-machine gateway, and
the inclusive technologies that are being advanced by other
researchers, suggest a future in which the fundamental
limitations that characterize modern upper-limb prosthetic
rehabilitation may be reasonably addressed by providing
consistent connection, control, and sensory feedback. O&P EDGE
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